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Below are some of the key features available in ArtCAM Express 2015

ArtCAM Express is Delcam’s entry-level artistic CADCAM software that allows you to create 
2D designs and manufacture 2D and 3D pieces quickly, easily and cost-effectively. As your 
business grows you can increase its functionality by purchasing additional modules.

What’s New in  
ArtCAM Express 2015

www.artcam.com/express

ArtCAM
Express

Added Vector Selection

Simply drag the mouse right to left 
& any vector partially or completely 

within that area is selected.  

Combine & Replace Relief 
Segments

Arrange designs by overlapping 
reliefs using the combine replace 

mode.

Prevent Machining Issues

Troublesome vectors, such as clockwise and anticlockwise vectors can 
easily be identified. 

Create & Edit Vector Text In The 3D View

Write text then rotate, scale and angle it as well as write text on a curve 
live! 



Imagine What You Can Create... Create What You Can Imagine
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Upgraded Module: 
Vector Tools

More Vector Pasting 
Options

Choose whether you want 
to preserve the vector layers 

from your selection when 
pasting.

New Module:  
Fluting Module

Texturize surfaces using vectors 
and the geometry & motion of the 

cutting tool.

Easier Movement Of Relief 
Clipart & Vectors

You can now specify the distance 
they are nudged using ALT and the 

keyboard arrow keys.

Upgraded Modules: 
Advanced 2D Machining  

& Nesting
Simultaneously Update 

Bridges

Apply amended parameters to 
bridges associated with a selection 

of vectors.

New Module:  
Bevel Carving Module

Create a hand-carved look or add 
beveled edges e.g. for frames, 

molds & signs.

New Module:  
Toolpath Paneling 

Module

Divide larger jobs to fit your 
machine & material 

for reassembly 
once cut.

New Module:  
Multi-Plate Module

Use text or CSV data files to  
create multiple plaques or  

door plates.

Want more functionality? New features in  
ArtCAM Insignia 2015 include:

Live & interactive shape creation tools

Turn vectors into 3D weaves

Create rotary models

Slice your relief model to for easier CNC, laser & 3D printing

To fully compare products within the range go to:  
http://www.artcam.com/feature-comparison.asp

Faster Vector Manipulation

You can now select multiple 
vectors and edit their nodes 

simultaneously in both 2D & 3D 
views.

These are just a few of the new features and 
enhancements added to ArtCAM.  For more 

information, why not contact your local reseller?

www.artcam.com/resellers

Please note: 


